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Abstract

Purpose: Parameter mapping in sodium MRI data is challenging due to inherently low SNR and spatial

resolution, prompting the need to employ robust models and estimation techniques. This work aims to

develop a continuum model of sodium T
∗

2 - decay to overcome the limitations of the commonly employed

bi-exponential models. Estimates of mean T
∗

2 - decay and fast component fraction in tissue are emergent

from the inferred continuum model.

Methods: A closed-form continuum model was derived assuming a gamma distribution of T
∗

2 compo-

nents. Sodium MRI was performed on four healthy human subjects and a phantom consisting of closely

packed vials filled with an aqueous solution of varying sodium and agarose concentrations. The contin-

uum model was applied to the phantom and in vivo human multi-echo 7T data. Parameter maps by

voxelwise model-fitting were obtained.

Results: The continuum model demonstrated comparable estimation performance to the bi-exponential

model. The parameter maps provided improved contrast between tissue structures. The fast component

fraction, an indicator of the heterogeneity of localised sodium motion regimes in tissue, was zero in CSF

and high in WM structures.

Conclusion: The continuum distribution model provides high quality, high contrast parameter maps,

and informative voxelwise estimates of the relative weighting between fast and slow decay components.

1 Introduction

Sodium (23Na) is an important electrolyte present in living organisms, vital for cell integrity, cohesion and

function (1, 2). It plays a crucial role in the nervous system, neuronal transmission via action potentials

is carried out through opening and closing of 23Na gated ion channels and resting membrane potential is

restored through active transport of sodium out of the cell through the sodium-potassium pump (3). Patho-

logical conditions such as cardiovascular disease (4, 5), impaired renal function (6), neurological disorders

(7, 8), diabetes and other metabolic disorders (9, 10) have been associated with alterations in local sodium

concentration.

With a nuclear moment of 3/2, 23Na is NMR observable and gives rise to the second strongest NMR

signal in the human body. The MR signal in biological tissue from 23Na nuclei is roughly four orders of

magnitude weaker than that of the 1H MR signal (11), making it challenging to obtain a viable 23Na MR

signal at low field strengths. Recent advances in high field MR imaging and hardware design have led to

acquisition protocols and analysis techniques tailored for imaging 23Na. Thus to date there have been a wide

variety of sodium MRI studies assessing developmental and pathophysiological processes including, but not

limited to, neurogenerative diseases (12, 13, 14, 15), tumours (16, 17, 18, 19), stroke (20), multiple sclerosis
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(21, 22), Alzheimer’s disease (23), Huntington’s disease (24), breast cancer (25), acute myocardial infraction

(26, 27, 28, 29), diabetes (30), osteoarthritis (31), and nephropathy (32).

Given the objective for sodium MRI to produce robust biomarkers of disease and disorder, accurate quan-

tification of 23Na concentration and relaxation properties is essential. The estimation of the transverse

relaxation rate from multi-echo sodium MRI data is challenging, both due to the low SNR of sodium im-

ages, and the complex magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole coupling in tissue micro-environments. In

fast motion regimes, such as liquids, the electric field gradients at sodium nuclei motionally average out,

giving rise to mono-exponential transverse relaxation decay (33). Presence of local macromolecular charges

in more heterogeneous slow motion environments, such as tissue, causes non-vanishing electric field gradi-

ents at sodium nuclei, resulting in bi-exponential transverse relaxation (33). In biological structures, 23Na

exists in various compartmentalized heterogeneous states such as 23Na ions in fast motion regimes, 23Na

under varying degree of influence from macromolecules, and diffusing and exchanging 23Na ions in restricted

anisotropic motion regimes (34, 35, 36).

Typically, a bi-exponential model (BE) is fit to the signal under the assumption of a single sodium com-

partment, with the fast and slow signal fractions corresponding to satellite and central spin transitions. The

signal fractions are either kept variable (37) or constrained to a 60/40 ratio based on 23Na spin dynamics

(38, 39, 40). In the recent 3D-MERINA sequence for efficient multi-echo sodium MRI acquisition, a bi-

exponential mixture (BEM) approach to fitting the decay model was proposed (39). The BEM approach

is a two-step procedure, firstly fitting a BE model, again constrained to the 60/40 ratio in brain tissue,

and secondly replacing the BE with a mono-exponential (ME) fit in regions found to be implausible for a

two-component BE fit, namely CSF. Both the BE and BEM approaches result in parameter maps that fail

to clearly differentiate between white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM), and suffer from a low contrast

and signal to noise ratios. Further, the T ∗

2 estimates of BEM model intrinsically depend on the chosen

plausibility threshold, which may vary across acquisition setups and fitting routines.

In reality multiple sodium compartments with varying motion regimes exist in tissue, with each compartment

described by two-component transverse relaxation contributing to the observed signal (34). Berendsen et al.

observed a strong influence of molecular order present in the tissue sample and the diffusion of sodium ions

between different compartments on the averaged quadrupolar interactions, and cautioned against incorrectly

attributing two components obtained from bi-exponentially relaxing spins in a single 23Na compartment

to ’free’ and ’bound’ components of 23Na ions (34). Therefore fixing the component fractions removes the

flexibility to model relative contributions of the compartmentalized local motion regimes in the 23Na MR

signal, and might lead to possible misinterpretation of the underlying biophysical processes that give rise to

the sodium transverse relaxation decay.
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Rather than constraining the signal model to maintain the 60/40 ratio between fast and slow decay compo-

nents, we consider a continuum of T ∗

2 components, based on the premise that sodium exists in the brain in

heterogeneous states within localised environments. The idea of a continuum of T ∗

2 components has recently

been explored in a non-parametric approach, where a multimodal continuous distribution of T ∗

2 is estimated

through a regularized inverse Laplace transform (40). In contrast, we employ a parametrised continuum

model of T ∗

2 decay. Our approach makes three key contributions to 23Na-MRI parameter mapping: 1) The

continuum model produces T ∗

2 maps with vastly superior tissue contrast; 2) Parameter estimation is a ro-

bust one-step procedure that obviates the use of mixture models; 3) Estimates of fast and slow component

fractions are emergent from the inferred continuum model. Indeed, our in vivo human experimental results

support the 60/40 split on average in brain tissue, while permitting localised variation that offers a richer

source of information than the constrained alternative.

2 Theory

2.1 Models for Transverse 23Na Decay Signal

Bi-exponential Mixture Model

The BEM model employed in (39) to obtain two-compartment parameter mapping from multi-echo 23Na

decay signal is presented here for the sake of comparison and reference. The BEM model assumes a

two-component exponential decay signal, attributed to satellite and central transitions caused by complex

quadrupolar and dipole interactions of sodium spin systems in slow motions regimes (41),

MBE(t; M0, T ∗

2short
, T ∗

2long
) = M0

[

0.6 exp

(

−
t

T ∗

2short

)

+ 0.4 exp

(

−
t

T ∗

2long

)]

, [1]

where t is the echo time, T ∗

2short
, T ∗

2long
are the short and long T ∗

2 decay parameters and M0 is the signal at

the first echo, t0.

In liquid media, short correlation time compared to the Larmor period result in mono-exponential transverse

decay, with signal contributions dominated by the central dipole interactions (41):

MME(t; M0, T ∗

2long
) = M0 exp

(

−
t

T ∗

2long

)

, [2]

The procedure employed in (39) to apply the BEM model is to first fit a voxelwise BE model, followed by a

plausibility check to ensure that both T ∗

2short
and T ∗

2long
lie in acceptable ranges, as determined by previously
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reported values in literature (11). Voxels that fail the plausibility check are classified as CSF and a ME

model is fit in order to estimate T ∗

2long
.

Proposed Continuum Model

We posit that the voxelwise observation of the T∗

2-weighted sodium signal decay can be well described by a

weighted continuum of components, modelling inhomogeneity in the molecular environment. The measured

signal at the echo time, t, is given by the integration of the signal components,

MGA(t, R∗

2) = M0

∫

∞

0

e−t/R∗

2 p(R∗

2) dR∗

2, [3]

where p(R∗

2) is the distribution of the relaxation rates. Our continuous distribution model assumes that the

random variable, R∗

2, admits a gamma distribution with shape parameter, k, and scale parameter, ζ:

p(R∗

2, k, ζ) =
1

ζkΓ (k)
R∗k−1

2 e−R∗

2/ζ , [4]

where p(R∗

2, k, ζ) is a valid pdf, that integrates to unity. Conveniently, T ∗

2 is characterized by an equivalent

inverse gamma distribution, T ∗

2 ∼ Inv-Gamma(k, ζ). The gamma distribution is selected for its ability to

describe a wide range of relaxation rate profiles, positive support (defined only for R∗

2 > 0), a simple analytic

expression for the mean value, and the important fact that it makes the integration in (3) tractable, leading

to a closed-form expression for the R∗

2 distribution model:

MGA(t; M0, ζ, k) = M0(1 + ζ t)
−k

, [5]

The mean, R∗

2GA
= kζ and variance, ν = kζ2, of the gamma distribution provide estimates of the location

and spread of the relaxation rates. The parameter, T ∗

2GA
, defined as the reciprocal of the mean rate, R∗

2GA
,

is indicative of the mean T ∗

2 value in each voxel.

Fast Fraction: We define the fast component fraction, ffast, to be the area under the T ∗

2 pdf up to a

threshold value, T ∗

2th
:

ffast =

∫ T∗

2th

0

p(T ∗

2 ) dT ∗

2 . [6]

Here, we select T ∗

2th
= 15 ms based on the range of fast T ∗

2 component values in tissue previously reported

in the literature (33). In contrast to fixed 60/40 split of T ∗

2 fast and slow components in the BEM model,

the parameter, ffast varies in the range (0-1), conflating the relative contribution of the continuum of fast

components below 15ms.
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3 Methods

An overview of the image acquisition, post-processing and model-fitting routine is presented in Figure 1. In

the following sections we describe each step in the processing routine.

3.1 MRI Experiments

Imaging was performed on a research 7T MRI (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) with a transmit-

receive dual-tuned 1H-23Na head coil (QED, Mayfield Village, Ohio, USA). Sodium images were acquired

with a radial multi-echo 3D-MERINA acquisition protocol (39) with parameters: TR=160 ms, FA=90◦,

TRO=2 ms. A total of 38 echoes were acquired with the initial TE=0.4 ms defined as the time interval

between the centre of the pulse to ADC onset. Images were acquired over an isotropic field of view of 20

cm and regridded offline in MATLAB onto an isotropic grid with a nominal resolution of 3.1 mm, Prior to

acquisition, shimming was performed on the 1H-channel using 10 iterations of an inbuilt shimming procedure.

Images were acquired on a phantom with varying concentrations of NaCl and agar, as described in (39), and

on four healthy human subjects. All human imaging was conducted with the approval of the University of

Melbourne Human Research Ethics Committee, and volunteers gave an informed consent.

Additional proton MRI images were acquired for each human subject. A 1H-FLASH image was obtained

with TE=3.06 ms, TR=11 ms, 14◦ flip angle and 1mm isotropic resolution. Brain tissue segmentation was

performed on a 1H-MP2RAGE image acquired at inversion times 700 and 2700 ms, with 5◦ and 6◦ flip

angles, TE=2.94 ms, TR=4900 ms, GRAPPA factor 4, and isotropic resolution of 0.9 mm. 1H-MP2RAGE

were imaged using a 32- channel head coil (Nova Medical Inc., Wilmington MA, USA) in a separate imag-

ing session. Tissue segmentation was performed in FMRIB Software Library v.5.09 (Oxford, U.K.) (42)

and involved three main steps: Brain extraction from the FLASH image, registration of brain mask onto

MP2RAGE image and tissue segmentation (CSF, GM, WM) of masked MP2RAGE, and the registration of

segmented brain regions from the FLASH image onto the 23Na image.

3.2 Parameter Estimation

The estimation of gamma distribution parameters was performed on magnitude images. It is well known

that noise is Rician distributed in the foreground (signal) region and Rayleigh distributed in the background

(no signal) region (43).
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The Rician probability distribution is defined as

pRice(x; M i, σ) =
x

σ2
e−(x2+Mi 2)/2σ2

I0

(

xM i

σ2

)

, [7]

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, M i is the signal model, i ∈ {ME, BE, GA} and σ2

is the variance of the Gaussian noise in the complex data. In the absence of signal, M i = 0, resulting in the

Rayleigh noise distribution,

pRayleigh(x; σ) =
x

σ2
e−x2/2σ2

, [8]

with mean, µ = σ
√

π/2. The mean of the Rayleigh noise in the background was used to estimate the noise

variance, σ2.

In order to perform parameter estimation, a Rician-distributed log-likelihood function was constructed for

Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. The ML parameter estimation is a non-linear optimization problem,

which was implemented in MATLAB and a constrained nonlinear multivariate solver was used to carry out

the optimization. The solver was initialized with fixed R∗

2GA
= 150 ms−1. A high initial value of R∗

2GA
was

found to ensure the nonlinear solver converged to biophysically plausible T ∗

2 values.

The value of the log-likelihood function at the ML estimate was used as a measure of model-fit quality, as it

quantifies the most likely parameter estimates, given the observed data. Voxelwise maps of model likelihood

were calculated for both BE and GA models and a paired t-test was performed to compare estimation

performance of the models.

4 Results

Phantom Data

The ability of the GA model to discriminate between varying sodium concentrations and viscosities was

investigated by the results of mean T ∗

2 estimation in the phantom data (Figure 2). The parameter maps

obtained through voxel-wise fitting are displayed in Figure 2a. The T ∗

2GA
map shows clear contrast across

vials with varying agarose concentration whilst maintaining constancy along sodium concentration, except

at the low concentration of 30mM where the map is more speckled. The noisy estimates at low sodium

concentration indicate the detrimental effects of low SNR on MLE estimation. In comparison, the T ∗

2short

and T ∗

2long
maps from the BEM model are more noisy with limited contrast across vials.

For each phantom vial, the mean estimated T ∗

2GA
along with the standard deviation showed a clear decreasing

trend with increasing agarose concentration (Figure 2b). At low sodium concentration of 30mM/I, the
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T ∗

2GA
estimates were consistently lower whilst maintaining the decreasing trend observed at higher sodium

concentrations. Similarly, the fast fraction was zero in liquid and increased with increasing agarose content,

as expected. On the contrary, T ∗

2short
from BEM failed to produce a clear trend across agarose concentration,

showing the difficulty of the biexponential models to correctly discern the subtle variations in physical and

chemical composition of vial samples.

In liquid vials, the mean T ∗

2GA
ranged between 36−42 ms across sodium concentration with zero fast fraction,

indicating the absence of short T ∗

2 components in fluid environments (Figure 2b). The decrease in mean T ∗

2GA

with emerging fast fraction in more solid environments (3-6% agarose) showed a predominantly short T ∗

2

component population. Instead of fixed 60/40 split employed in the BEM model, the GA model allowed the

fast fraction to vary, thus capturing the effects of localised heterogeneous micro-environments on the sodium

decay signal. At 3% agar, the mean ffast at higher sodium concentrations was ∼40%, which increased to

∼60% in the 6% agar samples.

In vivo Data

For each subject, voxel-wise data from each slice was well fit by the GA model, with distinct R∗

2 gamma

pdfs obtained in WM, GM and CSF regions of the brain (see Figure 3a-b for an example of single voxel

fits in axial slice 36 of subject 1). For these voxels, the mean T ∗

2 values estimated in predominantly WM

and GM voxels were 1ms and 8.5ms, respectively. However, a higher mean T ∗

2 value of 27ms was estimated

in the CSF voxel. Similarly, ffast in these voxels was estimated at 0.83, 0.61 and 0 in WM, GM and CSF,

respectively, indicating the different structural compositions of tissue types. The histogram of the voxels

from the difference map MLGA-MLBE is centred at zero with a narrow spread, demonstrating comparable

estimation performance of both models (Figure 3c). The paired t-test accepted the null hypothesis that the

difference, MLGA-MLBE , is a zero-mean Gaussian with p = 1.

For all four subjects, the parameter maps generated from the application of BEM and GA models to the

experimental sodium MRI data demonstrated the ability of the GA model to provide better contrast in brain

tissue regions. Along with distinguishing CSF regions from soft tissue, the T ∗

2GA
map discerns WM from

GM structures, leading to superior contrast with enhanced SNR (Figure 4). Generally, the WM appears

darker than the GM, with slightly lower T ∗

2GA
values. The fast fraction maps provide contrast with enhanced

boundaries between different tissue types. In WM regions, ffast was higher than GM regions, while it was

zero in CSF region, as expected. In comparison, T ∗

2short
and T ∗

2long
maps (Figure 4) show clear boundaries

between CSF and tissue, but fail to provide meaningful inter-tissue contrast. Specifically, the T ∗

2short
map is

extremely noisy in tissue with T ∗

2long
varying randomly from voxel to voxel.
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Information in continuum model parameters

ML estimation results were used to empirically obtain the probability distributions of T ∗

2 GA in WM, GM

and CSF through histogram normalization. Figure 5a displays the resulting T ∗

2 GA distributions for subject

1. T ∗

2 GA in CSF showed a flat distribution ranging between 20-60 ms, with a few voxels below 20 ms due

to partial volume effects in low resolution sodium MRI data. In comparison, T ∗

2 GA in WM and GM regions

demonstrated peaked distributions with WM having a lower peak (5ms) than GM (7ms), indicating the

efficacy of the GA model in discerning subtle T ∗

2 variations across different tissue types.

The empirical probability distributions of fast fraction, ffast, estimated from the GA model estimates provide

evidence of the ability of the GA model to capture variations in the volume fractions of short and long T ∗

2

components in tissue micro-environments (Figure 5b). The absence of T ∗

2 short component in CSF was revealed

by zero ffast, except in voxels with partial volume effects. The mean value of ffast was 0.02 ± 0.07 in CSF,

0.41± 0.22 in GM and 0.53± 0.21 in WM. Even though the empirical pdfs in WM and GM overlapped, the

utility of ffast in discriminating WM and GM regions was demonstrated by separated peaks (0.68 in GM

and 0.73 in WM).

Influence of T ∗

2th
on ffast estimates

The choice of T ∗

2th
directly impacts the resultant ffast estimates (Figure 6). Although the contrast between

tissue and CSF is retained at all threshold values, maximal inter-tissue contrast is observed at T ∗

2th
= 15 ms.

At a low T ∗

2th
of 10 ms, ffast in WM is under-estimated, whereas at a high threshold value of 20 ms ffast is

over-estimated in GM, resulting in diminished inter-tissue contrast.

5 Discussion

The continuum distribution approach to modelling the sodium signal, based on the gamma distribution,

has been shown to be flexible and biophysically plausible, in application to phantom and in vivo human

7T data. The gamma model provides parameter maps with superior contrast than the commonly employed

bi-exponential model. Further, the fast T ∗

2 fraction provides additional insight into the underlying tissue

environment.

Parameter estimation from bi-exponential models is well-known to be difficult (44), and when coupled with

the low SNR and poor spatial resolution of sodium MRI data, the application of bi-exponential models

become problematic, producing noisier and less informative parameter maps in tissue regions. Assuming a
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gamma distribution of T ∗

2 components, we have derived a closed-form continuous distribution model that

gives rise to intuitively meaningful and high quality parameter maps. In liquid media, such as CSF, the

23Na signal is known to comprise of only a long T ∗

2 component, giving rise to mono-exponential transverse

relaxation decay. Bi-exponential models, with their assumption of two distinct T ∗

2 components, can struggle

to fit CSF data, which prompted the two-step estimation technique in (39). The continuum distribution

model overcomes this drawback by replacing the rigid two-component assumption with the presence of a

continuum of components described by a probability distribution. The additional flexibility offered by the

gamma distribution in characterising a wide range of T ∗

2 distributions allows for straightforward one-step

estimation of the gamma model parameters both in CSF and tissue, alleviating the need to apply any

plausibility check, and resulting in quantitative parameter maps with enhanced contrast.

The distribution of mean transverse relaxation in Figure 5 has been estimated assuming multi-compartment

sodium spin systems, in contrast to previously reported single compartment two-component values for fast

and slow transverse relaxation. Therefore the estimates are not directly comparable with previous studies.

However as the bi-exponential model can be envisaged as sampling T ∗

2 distribution at two discrete points,

the fast and slow T ∗

2 estimates should lie reasonably close to mean T ∗

2 in voxels with relatively narrow

T ∗

2 distributions. For example in CSF voxels without partial voluming, a relatively smaller number of

compartments are observed and the mean T ∗

2 values are reasonably closer to the previous studies (11, 39,

37, 45). The wide spread of mean T ∗

2 distribution in CSF (Figure 5a) is due to strong partial volume effects

present at low resolution, which are also present in GM and WM voxels, as suggested by the large overlap

between empirical probability distributions. Given that the mean T ∗

2 combines contributions from both fast

and slow transverse relaxation components in various compartmentalized motion regimes, the average mean

T ∗

2 values of 5 ms (WM) and 7 ms (GM) lie expectedly in the range (T ∗

2short
, T ∗

2long
) derived from previously

reported values (11, 39, 37, 45).

The continuum of components concept has recently been explored in the interpretation of sodium MRI data,

where a regularised inverse Laplace transform was performed through least squares estimation, initialized

by a trimodal distribution over a logarithmically-spaced pseudo-continuous grid of T ∗

2 values (40). This

approach is similar to the nonparametric NNLS method (46), which divides the T2 parameter space into a

pseudo-continuous grid and employs a regularised non-negative linear least squares algorithm to estimate

a T2 distribution. On the same principle, Layton et al (47) proposed an inverse gamma mixture model to

estimate the width of T2 modes in multi-echo T2-weighted proton MRI data. It has been shown in (47)

that accurate estimation of the widths of the T2 modes is challenging due to ill-posedness and regularization

associated bias in the inferred distribution shape.

Continuum distribution models with gamma distribution have been used to describe the distribution of the

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (48, 49) in diffusion MRI data. The DIAMOND method allows for the accu-
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rate and robust characterization of tridimensional anisotropic diffusitivity in tissue (49). In micro-structure

imaging AxCaliber, a method for determining axon diameter distribution, assumes a gamma distributed

axonal population in WM tissue, resulting in an intractable summation and necessitating the use of a grid-

search algorithm for parameter estimation (50).

The continuum distribution model presented in this work assumes a unimodal T ∗

2 distribution. However,

as sodium transverse relaxation is inherently two-component (41), the estimates of mean T ∗

2 will be biased

towards the dominant relaxation component. Furthermore, the narrow T ∗

2 distribution in CSF, with strong

partial volume effects at the tissue-CSF border, present additional challenges to robust parameter inference.

The high SNR signal from CSF masks the weaker signal from tissue, resulting in skewed estimation of mean

T ∗

2 and ffast towards CSF. Similarly in pathological tissue, such as edema, the peak of the gamma distri-

bution may be biased towards the CSF content. In future the signal model can be extended to incorporate

multimodal T ∗

2 distributions, such as the gamma mixture distribution employed in DIAMOND (49), with an

additional mono-exponential CSF component. However, the inherently ill-posed nature of mixture models

leads to challenging estimation, which is prone to producing unrealistic and biased parameter estimates, as

discussed in (47). Care must be taken to mitigate the impact of such effects on the estimation performance.

6 Conclusion

A continuum distribution model for characterizing transverse relaxation decay in 23Na MRI signal is pre-

sented. We have demonstrated that the gamma distribution model outperforms the bi-exponential mixture

model in terms of ease of implementation and interpretability. Furthermore, the gamma model provides

robust parameter maps with more pronounced structural details. Given the flexibility offered by the gamma

distribution model in characterizing a wide range of T ∗

2 component distributions and superior estimation per-

formance under low SNR and large partial volume effects, we recommend use of the continuum distribution

approach for the analysis of 23Na-MRI data.

7 List of Figures

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the image acquisition, estimation and evaluation pipeline.

Figure 2: (a) Parameter maps of BEM and GA models in phantom vials. (b) Parameter estimates (mean ±

s.d.) across agar concentration for different 23Na concentrations. T ∗

2GA
maps clearly delineate different media.
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Unlike BEM relaxation parameters, mean T ∗

2GA
monotonically decreases with increasing agar concentration.

Figure 3: (a) Single voxel data (gray), overlaid with curve-fits from the mono-exponential, ME (green),

bi-exponential, BE (blue) and continuum distribution, GA (black) models and (b) corresponding gamma

pdfs in WM (V1), GM (V2) and CSF (V3). (c) Histogram of the difference map, MLGA-MLBE , for all

voxels of subject 1.

Figure 4: Parameter maps estimated from the continuum distribution model (T ∗

2GA
, ffast), and the bi-

exponential mixture model (T ∗

2short
, T ∗

2long
).

Figure 5: (a) Empirical pdf of T ∗

2GA
from voxelwise estimation of the gamma distribution in CSF (black),

GM (cyan) and WM (blue). (b) Empirical pdfs of fast decay fraction, ffast, in CSF (black), GM (cyan) and

WM (blue).

Figure 6: Fast fraction maps at different threshold values.
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